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ON CONJUGACY CLASSES OF GL(n, q) AND SL(n, q)
EDITH ADAN-BANTE AND JOHN M. HARRIS
Abstract. Let GL(n, q) be the group of n×n invertible matrices over a field
with q elements, and SL(n, q) be the group of n×n matrices with determinant
1 over a field with q elements. We prove that the product of any two non-
central conjugacy classes in GL(n, q) is the union of at least q − 1 distinct
conjugacy classes, and that the product of any two non-central conjugacy
classes in SL(n, q) is the union of at least
˚
q
2
ˇ
distinct conjugacy classes.
1. Introduction
Let G be a finite group and A ∈ G. Denote by AG = {AB | B ∈ G} the conjugacy
class of A in G. Let X be a G-invariant subset of G, i.e. XA = {BA | B ∈ X} = X
for all A ∈ G. Then X can be expressed as a union of n distinct conjugacy classes
of G, for some integer n > 0. Set η(X ) = n.
Given any conjugacy classesAG , BG in G, we can check that the product AGBG =
{XY | X ∈ AG , Y ∈ BG} is a G-invariant subset of G and thus AGBG is the union
of η(AGBG) distinct conjugacy classes of G. For instance, if A or B is in the center
Z(G) of G, then AGBG = (AB)G and thus η(AGBG) = 1.
Fix a prime p and integers m > 0 and n ≥ 2. Let F = F(q) be a field with
q = pm elements and G = GL(n, q) be the general linear group of n × n invertible
matrices over F . In this note, given any two conjugacy classes AG , BG of G, we
explore the relationship between η(AGBG) and q.
Theorem A. Let A and B be matrices in G = GL(n, q). Then one of the following
holds:
(i) AGBG = (AB)G and at least one of A, B is a scalar matrix.
(ii) AGBG is the union of at least q−1 distinct conjugacy classes, i.e. η(AGBG) ≥
q − 1.
Given any group G, denote by min(G) the smallest integer in the set {η(aGbG) |
a, b ∈ G \Z(G)}. We want to emphasize that the previous result is not an optimal
result, that is, min(GL(n, q)) > q − 1 for certain values of n and q. By Remark
2.15, we have that min(GL(2, 2m)) = 2m − 1 for any integer m > 1. Also, using
GAP [3], we can check that min(GL(2, q)) = q − 1 for q ∈ {3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13}, but
GL(3, 3) = 4 > 2. Hence, we suspect that min(GL(n, q)) should be a function of n
as well as q.
We now turn our attention to the special linear group SL(n, q), the group of
n× n matrices with determinant 1 over a finite field with q elements.
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Theorem B. Let A and B be matrices in S = SL(n, q). Then one of the following
holds:
(i) ASBS = (AB)S and at least one of A, B is a scalar matrix.
(ii) ASBS is the union of at least
⌈
q
2
⌉
distinct conjugacy classes, i.e. η(ASBS) ≥⌈
q
2
⌉
.
For a detailed study of SL(2, q), see [2].
Acknowledgment. We would like to thank Professor Everett C. Dade for his
suggestion to study products of conjugacy classes in the linear groups.
2. Proofs
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a finite group, aG and bG be conjugacy classes of G. Then
aGbG = bGaG.
Proof. See Lemma 3 of [1]. 
Lemma 2.2. Let F be a finite field with q elements, and a, b, c ∈ F with a 6= 0.
(i) If q is even, then the set {ai2 + c | i ∈ F} has q elements.
(ii) The set {ai2 + bi+ c | i ∈ F} has at least
⌈
q
2
⌉
elements.
Proof. (i) If the field F has even characteristic, the map x 7→ x2 is an automorphism
of the field. Observe then that
|{ai2 + c | i ∈ F}| = |{ai2 | i ∈ F}| = |{i2 | i ∈ F}| = q.
(ii) Observe that ai2 + bi+ c = aj2 + bj + c for i 6= j if and only if a(i2 − j2) =
a(i + j)(i − j) = −b(i − j), and thus if and only if i + j = −b
a
, i.e j = −i + −b
a
.
Thus given any i ∈ F , we can find at most one other element j ∈ F such that
j 6= i and ai2 + bi+ c = aj2 + bj + c, namely j = i+ −b
a
. We conclude that the set
{ai2 + bi+ c | i ∈ F} has at least
⌈
q
2
⌉
elements and the proof is complete. 
Lemma 2.3. Let F be a finite field with q elements. Fix a, b, c, d and e in F . Then
for at least q − 1 distinct values of f in F , the equation
(2.4) ax2 − y2 + bxy + cy + (d− f)x+ e = 0
has a solution (x, y) ∈ F ×F with x 6= 0. In particular, the set { 1
x
(ax2−y2+ bxy+
cy + e) + d | (x, y) ∈ F × F , x 6= 0} has at least q − 1 elements.
Proof. Suppose a = 0. If e 6= 0, then ( −e
d−f , 0) is a solution for the equation as long
as f 6= d. If e = 0, choose y 6= 0. Then a solution for (2.4) is ( y
2
by+c+d−f , y), for all
f 6= by + c+ d.
We may assume then that a 6= 0.
Case 1. Assume that q is even.
Suppose b = 0. If f = d, choose y such that −y2 + cy + e 6= 0. Then the set
{ax2 − y2 + cy + e | x ∈ F} has q elements by Lemma 2.2 (i). Hence, (2.4) has a
solution with x 6= 0.
Suppose f 6= d. For each y, choose x = −cy
d−f , so that cy + (d − f)x = 0. By
Lemma 2.2 (i), the set {ax2 − y2 + e | y ∈ F , x = −cy
d−f } = {(
−ac2
(d−f)2 − 1)y
2 + e |
y ∈ F} has q elements, as long as −ac2 6= (d − f)2. Then for some y, (−cy
d−f , y) is
a solution for (2.4), and x 6= 0 as long as c 6= 0 and y 6= 0. If c = 0, then the set
{ax2 − y2 + (d − f)x+ e | y ∈ F , x = 1} has q elements by Lemma 2.2 (i), and so
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for some y, (1, y) is a solution for (2.4). If y = 0, then e = 0, and so (− d−f
a
, 0) is a
solution for (2.4) with x 6= 0.
We may assume then that b 6= 0. If c 6= 0, then consider x = −c
b
and so
bxy + cy = 0. As before, the set {ax2 − y2 + (d − f)x + e | y ∈ F , x = −c
b
} has q
elements and thus for some y, we have that (−c
b
, y) is a solution for (2.4). We may
assume then that c = 0. Let y = − d−f
b
and thus bxy + (d− f)x = 0. Then the set
{ax2 − y2 + f | x ∈ F} has q elements. Thus, for some x, we have that (x, y) is a
solution for (2.4). If x = 0 then −y2 + e = 0 and since the field is of characteristic
2, then there is a unique f ∈ F such that −(− d−f
b
)2 + e = 0. We conclude that in
each case, for at least q − 1 values of f , there exists a solution for (2.4) with x 6= 0
when q is even.
Case 2. Assume that q is odd.
Solving for x with the quadratic formula, we get the discriminant
∆ = (by+d−f)2−4a(e+cy−y2) = y2(b2+4a)+y(2b(d−f)−4ac)+((d−f)2−4ae)
which takes on at least (q + 1)/2 values as long as b2 + 4a and 2b(d− f)− 4ac are
not both zero.
Suppose b2 + 4a = 0 and assume that c2 + 4e is a square.
If 2b(d − f) − 4ac = 0, (−c+2y+
√
c2+4e
b
, y) is a solution for (2.4). Observe that
if for some y, (0, y) is a solution, then −y2 + cy + e = 0. Thus y = c±
√
c2+4e
2
and ( f−d−by
a
, y) is another solution for (2.4). Thus, for any value of f such that
f 6= d+ by, there exists some x 6= 0 such that (2.4) holds.
If 2b(d − f) − 4ac 6= 0, the discriminant ∆ must be a square for some y, since
q+1
2 elements of F are squares and thus (
−(by+d−f)+
√
∆
2a , y) is a solution for (2.4). If
(0, y) is a solution, then as above, y = c±
√
c2+4e
2 and (
f−d−by
a
, y) is another solution.
Thus, for f 6= d+ by, there exists some x 6= 0 such that (2.4) holds.
Suppose b2 + 4a = 0 and assume that c2 + 4e is not a square. For all f such
that 2b(d− f)− 4ac 6= 0, the discriminant ∆ must be a square for some y, and thus
(−(by+d−f)+
√
∆
2a , y) is a solution for (2.4). If (0, y) is a solution, then −y
2+cy+e = 0
and so c2+4e is a square. But c2+4e is not a square by assumption. Hence, (x, y)
is a solution for (2.4) with x = −(by+d−f)+
√
∆
2a 6= 0.
Now, suppose that b2 + 4a 6= 0. ∆ must be a square for some y, and so
(−(by+d−f)+
√
∆
2a , y) is a solution for (2.4). If (0, y) is a solution, then y =
c±√c2+4e
2
and ( f−d−by
a
, y) is another solution. Thus, for f 6= d+ by, there exists some x 6= 0
such that (2.4) holds.
We conclude that in each case, for at least q−1 values of f , there exists a solution
(x, y) for (2.4) with x 6= 0.
Observe that 1
x
(ax2 − y2 + bxy+ cy+ e) + d = f if and only if ax2 − y2 + bxy+
cy+ (d− f)x+ e = 0 for some (x, y) ∈ F ×F with x 6= 0. The last statement then
follows. 
Notation. We will denote matrices with uppercase letters and elements in F
with lowercase letters.
Remark 2.5. Let A be an n× n matrix over F . It is well known that A is similar
to a matrixM such that M is the direct sum of the companion matrices of a family
of polynomials p1, . . ., pt in F [x].
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Recall that the companion matrix of a polynomial xr+ar−1xr−1+· · ·+a0 ∈ F [x]
is
(2.6) R =


0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 −a0
1 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 −a1
0 1 0 0 · · · 0 0 −a2
0 0 1 0 · · · 0 0 −a3
...
...
0 0 0 0 · · · 1 0 −ar−2
0 0 0 0 · · · 0 1 −ar−1


Hypotheses 2.7. Fix n ≥ 2. Let M be a matrix similar to A such that M is the
direct sum of the companion matrices of a family of polynomials p1, . . ., pt. Also,
let N be a matrix similar to B such that N is the direct sum of the companion
matrices of a family of polynomials q1, . . ., qw. Assume that R is the last direct
summand in M , that is,
(2.8) M =
(
M11 0
0 R
)
where M11 is an (n− r) × (n− r) matrix.
Let S be the companion matrix of the polynomial xs+bs−1xs−1+· · ·+b0. Assume
that S is the last direct summand in N , that is
(2.9) N =
(
N11 0
0 S
)
,
where N11 is an (n− s)× (n− s) matrix.
Remark 2.10. Two matrices in the same conjugacy class have the same trace.
Thus, if the matrices do not have the same trace, then they belong to distinct
conjugacy classes.
The following will be the main argument in the proofs of Theorem A and The-
orem B and it follows from the previous remark.
Lemma 2.11. Let H be a subgroup of GL(n, q) and A, B in H. Suppose that the
set {Trace(XY ) | X ∈ AHBH} has at least r elements. Then AHBH is the union
of at least r distinct conjugacy classes of H, i.e. η(AHBH) ≥ r.
Lemma 2.12. Let R be an r×r matrix as in (2.6) with r ≥ 2, I be the (r−2)×(r−2)
identity matrix, D =
(
a b
c d
)
be a 2×2 matrix with determinant w = ad−bc 6= 0.
and 0 be a matrix of zeros with the appropriate size. Set E =
(
I 0
0 D
)
. Then
for r = 2,
RE =
1
w
(
−a0cd− ab+ a1bc −a0d
2 − b2 + a1bd
a0c
2 + a2 − aa1c a0cd+ ab− aa1d
)
,
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and for r > 2, RE is the r × r matrix

0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 −a0c −a0d
1 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 −a1c −a1d
0 1 0 0 · · · 0 0 −a2c −a2d
...
...
...
0 0 0 0 · · · 1 0 −ar−3c −ar−3d
0 0 0 0 · · · 0 d
w
−ar−2cd−ab+ar−1bc
w
−ar−2d2−b2+ar−1bd
w
0 0 0 0 · · · 0 −c
w
ar−2c
2+a2−aar−1c
w
ar−2cd+ab−aar−1d
w


.
Proof. Suppose r = 2. Then
RE =
1
w
(
d −b
−c a
)(
0 −a0
1 −a1
)(
a b
c d
)
=
1
w
(
d −b
−c a
)(
−a0c −a0d
a− a1c b− a1d
)
=
1
w
(
d(−a0c)− b(a− a1c) d(−a0d)− b(b− a1d)
−c(−a0c) + a(a− a1c) −c(−a0d) + a(b − a1d)
)
.
For r > 2, RE =
(
R11 R12
)( I 0
0 D
)
=
(
R11 R12D
)
, where R11 and
R12 are r × (r − 2) and r × 2 submatrices of R, respectively. Hence,
RE =


0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 −a0c −a0d
1 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 −a1c −a1d
0 1 0 0 · · · 0 0 −a2c −a2d
...
...
...
0 0 0 0 · · · 1 0 −ar−3c −ar−3d
0 0 0 0 · · · 0 1 −ar−2c −ar−2d
0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 a− ar−1c b− ar−1d


.
Observe that
RE = E−1(RE) =
(
I 0
0 D−1
)(
(RE)11
(RE)21
)
=
(
(RE)11
D−1(RE)21
)
,
where (RE)11 and (RE)21 are (r−2)×r and 2×r submatrices of RE, respectively.
Hence, the first r − 2 rows of RE are identical to those of RE, and the last two
form the submatrix(
0 · · · 0 d
w
d(−ar−2c)−b(a−ar−1c)
w
d(−ar−2d)−b(b−ar−1d)
w
0 · · · 0 −c
w
−c(−ar−2c)+a(a−ar−1c)
w
−c(−ar−2d)+a(b−ar−1d)
w
)
.

Lemma 2.13. Assume Hypothesis 2.7. Let E1 =
(
I 0
0 E
)
, where E is as in
Lemma 2.12. Given x, y ∈ F with x 6= 0, let D(x, y) =
(
x y
0 1
)
, i.e. a = x,
b = y, c = 0 and d = 1 in D, and E(x, y) =
(
I 0
0 D(x, y)
)
.
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(i) If r > 2 and s > 2, then
Trace(ME1N) = Trace(MN)− ar−3c+ ar−2 + bs−2 − ar−1bs−1
+ 1
w
(−ar−2d2 − b2 + ar−1bd+ bs−3c− ar−2bs−2c2 − a2bs−2
+aar−1bs−2c− ar−2bs−1cd− abbs−1 + aar−1bs−1d).
In particular,
Trace(ME(x,y)N) = 1
x
(−bs−2x2 − y2 − bs−1xy + ar−1y − ar−2)
+ar−2 + bs−2 +Trace(MN).
Thus the set {Trace(ME(x,y)N) | (x, y) ∈ F ×F , x 6= 0} has at least q−1 elements,
and {Trace(ME(1,y)N) | y ∈ F} has at least
⌈
q
2
⌉
elements.
(ii) If r = 2 and s ≥ r, then
Trace(ME1N) = Trace(MN) + a0 + bs−2 − a1bs−1
+ 1
w
(−a0d
2 − b2 + a1bd− bs−2(a0c2 + a2 − aa1c)
−bs−1(a0cd+ ab− aa1d)).
In particular,
Trace(ME(x,y)N) = 1
x
(−bs−2x2 − y2 − bs−1xy + a1y − a0))
+a0 + bs−2 +Trace(MN).
Thus the set {Trace(ME(x,y)N) | (x, y) ∈ F × F , x 6= 0} has at least q − 1
elements, and {Trace(ME(1,y)N) | y ∈ F} has at least
⌈
q
2
⌉
elements.
(iii) Assume that r ≥ 2. Let N1 =
(
I 0
0 D1
)
, where D1 =
(
u 0
0 v
)
is a
2× 2 matrix where u 6= v. Then
Trace(ME1N1) = Trace(MN1) +
u
w
(−ar−2cd− ab+ ar−1bc)
+ v
w
(ar−2cd+ ab− aar−1d+ ar−1).
Thus
Trace(ME(x,y)N1) =
1
x
(xy(v − u)− ar−1x+ ar−1) + Trace(MN1).
Therefore the set {Trace(ME(1,y)N1) | (x, y) ∈ F × F , x 6= 0} has q elements.
Proof. (i) Observe that all but the last three elements of the diagonal of the matrices
MN and ME1N have the same values. Hence, using the previous result, the last
three diagonal values of ME1N −MN = (ME1 −M)N are
• (0 − 0)0 + (−ar−3c− 0)1 + (−ar−3d+ ar−3)0 = −ar−3c,
• ( d
w
− 1)0+( 1
w
(−ar−2cd−ab+ar−1bc)− 0)0+( 1w (−ar−2d
2− b2+ar−1bd)+
ar−2)1 = 1w (−ar−2d
2 − b2 + ar−1bd) + ar−2, and
• (−c
w
−0)(−bs−3)+( 1w (ar−2c
2+a2−aar−1c)−1)(−bs−2)+( 1w (ar−2cd+ab−
aar−1d) + ar−1)(−bs−1) = 1w (bs−3c− ar−2bs−2c
2 − a2bs−2 + aar−1bs−2c−
ar−2bs−1cd− abbs−1 + aar−1bs−1d) + bs−2 − ar−1bs−1.
Hence,
Trace(ME1N)− Trace(MN) = Trace(ME1N −MN)
= −ar−3c+ ar−2 + bs−2 − ar−1bs−1
+
1
w
(−ar−2d2 − b2 + ar−1bd+ bs−3c
−ar−2bs−2c2 − a2bs−2 + aar−1bs−2c
−ar−2bs−1cd− abbs−1 + aar−1bs−1d).
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Thus, when a = x, b = y, c = 0 and d = 1,
Trace(ME1N)− Trace(MN) = ar−2 + bs−2 − ar−1bs−1
+
1
x
(−ar−2 − y2 + ar−1y − bs−2x2
−bs−1xy + ar−1bs−1x)
=
1
x
(−bs−2x2 − y2 − bs−1xy + ar−1y − ar−2)
+ar−2 + bs−2.
By Lemma 2.3, the set { 1
x
(−bs− 2x2−y2− bs−1xy+ar−1y−ar−2)+ar−2+ bs−2+
Trace(MN) | (x, y) ∈ F × F , x 6= 0} has at least q − 1 elements.
By Lemma 2.2 (ii), the set {Trace(ME(1,y)N | y ∈ F} = {−bs−2−y2+(−bs−1+
ar−1)y − ar−2 + ar−2 + bs−2 +Trace(MN) | y ∈ F} has at least
⌈
q
2
⌉
elements.
(ii) In this case, the diagonals of MN and ME1N have the same values, in all
but the last two entries. Hence, using the previous result, the last two diagonal
values of ME1N −MN = (ME1 −M)N are
• ( 1
w
(−a0cd− ab+ a1bc)− 0)0 + (
1
w
(−a0d
2 − b2 + a1bd) + a0)1 and
• ( 1
w
(a0c
2 + a2 − aa1c)− 1)(−bs−2) + ( 1w (a0cd+ ab− aa1d) + a1)(−bs−1).
Hence, Trace(ME1N)−Trace(MN) = Trace(ME1N−MN) = a0+bs−2−a1bs−1+
1
w
(−a0d
2 − b2 + a1bd− bs−2(a0c2 + a2 − aa1c)− bs−1(a0cd+ ab− aa1d)).
When a = x, b = y, c = 0 and d = 1, Trace(ME1N)−Trace(MN) = a0+ bs−2−
a1bs−1 + 1x (−a0 − y
2 + a1y − bs−2x2 − bs−1xy + a1bs−1x). Thus Trace(ME1N) =
1
x
(−bs−2x2 − y2 − bs−1xy + a1y − a0) + a0 + bs−2 +Trace(MN). By Lemma 2.3 it
follows that Trace(ME1N) can take q − 1 values.
By Lemma 2.2 (ii), the set {Trace(ME(1,y)N) | y ∈ F} = {−bs−2−y2+(−bs−1+
a1)y − a0 + a0 + bs−2 +Trace(MN) | y ∈ F} has at least
⌈
q
2
⌉
elements.
(iii) In this case, the diagonals of MN1 and M
E1N1 have the same values, in
all but the last two entries. Hence, using the previous result, the last two diagonal
values of ME1N1 −MN1 = (M
E1 −M)N1 are
• ( 1
w
(−ar−2cd − ab + ar−1bc) − 0)u + ( 1w (−ar−2d
2 − b2 + ar−1bd) + ar−2)0
and
• ( 1
w
(ar−2c2 + a2 − aar−1c)− 1)0 + ( 1w (ar−2cd+ ab− aar−1d) + ar−1)v.
Hence, Trace(ME1N1)− Trace(MN1) = Trace(M
E1N1 −MN1) =
u
w
(−ar−2cd− ab+ ar−1bc) + vw (ar−2cd+ ab− aar−1d+ ar−1).
When a = x, b = y, c = 0 and d = 1, Trace(ME1N1) − Trace(MN1) =
−uxy
x
+
v
x
(xy − ar−1x + ar−1). Thus Trace(ME1N1) = 1x (xy(v − u) − ar−1x + ar−1) +
Trace(MN1). Since v−u 6= 0, the set {
1
x
(xy(v−u)−ar−1x+ar−1)+Trace(MN1) |
x = 1, y ∈ F} has q elements. 
Lemma 2.14. Let C =
(
C11 0
0 D1
)
be a n×n matrix, where D1 =
(
u1 0
0 v1
)
is a 2 × 2 matrix where u1 6= v1. Let E =
(
I 0
0 D
)
be in GL(n, q), where
D =
(
a b
c d
)
and ad− bc = 1.
Then CE1 =
(
C11 0
0 DD1
)
, where DD1 =
(
adu1 − bcv1 bd(u1 − v1)
−ac(u1 − v1) adv1 − bcu1
)
.
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Thus, given a matrix N =
(
N11 0
0 D2
)
in GL(n, q), where D2 =
(
u2 0
0 v2
)
is a 2× 2 matrix where u2 6= v2, we have that
Trace(CEN) = Trace(CN)− u1u2 − v1v2 + u2(adu1 − bcv1) + v2(adv1 − bcu1).
In particular, if we fix x ∈ F , ad = x, and bc = x− 1, we have that
Trace(CEN) = x(u1 − v1)(u2 − v2) + (Trace(CN) − (u1 − v1)(u2 − v2)).
Therefore given any f ∈ F , we can find some x ∈ F such that Trace(CEN) = f .
Proof. Observe that
DD1 =
(
d −b
−c a
)(
u1 0
0 v1
)(
a b
c d
)
=
(
d −b
−c a
)(
au1 bu1
cv1 dv1
)
=
(
adu1 − bcv1 bd(u1 − v1)
−ac(u1 − v1) adv1 − bcu1
)
.
The diagonals of CEN and CN have the same values, in all but the last two
entries. Hence, the last two diagonal values of CEN − CN = (CE − C)N are
• (adu1 − bcv1 − u1)u2 + (bd(u1 − v1)− 0)0 and
• (−ac(u1 − v1)− 0)0 + (adv1 − bcu1 − v1)v2.
Hence,
Trace(CEN)− Trace(CN) = Trace(CEN − CN)
= (adu1 − bcv1 − u1)u2 + (adv1 − bcu1 − v1)v2.
When ad = x and bc = x− 1,
Trace(MEN)− Trace(MN) = (xu1 − (x− 1)v1 − u1)u2
+(xv1 − (x− 1)u1 − v1)v2
= x((u1 − v1)u2 + (v1 − u1)v2)
+(v1 − u1)u2 + (u1 − v1)v2
= x(u1 − v1)(u2 − v2)− (u1 − v1)(u2 − v2).
Since u1 6= v1 and u2 6= v2, we have that (u1 − v1)(u2 − v2) 6= 0 and thus the set
{x(u1 − v1)(u2 − v2) + (Trace(CN)− (u1 − v1)(u2 − v2)) | x ∈ F} = F . 
Proof of Theorem A. If at least one of A, B is in the center Z(G) of G, then AGBG =
(AB)G . Thus we may assume that both matrices A and B are not in the center,
that is we may assume that both A and B are non-scalar matrices.
Assume Hypothesis 2.7. If r ≥ 2 or s ≥ 2, then by Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.11
and Lemma 2.13 we have that η(AGBG) ≥ q − 1. Without loss of generality, we
may assume then that for i = 1, . . . , t and j = 1, . . . , w, the polynomials pi, qj
have degree 1, that is both A and B are diagonal matrices. Since both A and B
are non-scalar matrices, we may assume that A is similar to C and B is similar
to N , where C and N are as constructed in Lemma 2.14. Hence, by Lemma 2.14,
η(AGBG) ≥ q. 
Remark 2.15. Let F be a field with q = 2m elements, for some integer m > 1. Set
G = GL(2, q) = GL(2,F). Let A =
(
1 1
0 1
)
and B =
(
0 1
−1 w
)
in G, where
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x2 − wx + 1 is an irreducible polynomial over F . Observe that both A and B are
in SL(2, q) and thus AGL(2,q)BGL(2,q) ⊆ SL(2, q).
By Proposition 2.13 of [2], η(ASL(2,q)BSL(2,q)) = q− 1. Since x 7→ x2 is an auto-
morphism of F , two matrices C, D in GL(2, q) are similar if and only there exists
some H ∈ SL(2, q) such that CH = D. Thus η(ASL(2,q)BSL(2,q)) = η(AGBG) =
q − 1.
Proof of Theorem B. As in the proof of Theorem A, we may assume that both
matrices A and B in S = SL(n, q) are not in the center, that is we may assume
that both A and B are non-scalar matrices.
We may assume then Hypothesis 2.7. Observe that the matrix E(1, y) in Lemma
2.13 is in S. Thus if r ≥ 2 or s ≥ 2, then by Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.11 and Lemma
2.13 we have that η(ASBS) ≥
⌈
q
2
⌉
. As in the proof of Theorem A, we may assume
then that both A and B are diagonal matrices. Observe that since ad = x and
bc = x − 1, then ad − bc = 1 and so the matrix E is in S. Since A and B are
non-scalar matrices, the result then follows by Lemma 2.11 and Lemma 2.14. 
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